CoventBridge Group
TruthIQ Suite

Nano
Our TruthIQ Nano investigation is a
comprehensive search of a claimant’s
background and online databases. This
investigation dates back prior to loss and
is conducted by a licensed investigator.
At this level we will provide you with the
subject’s identifiers and aliases through
national online database research, inclusive
of; social media analytics, detailed internet
research, database reported assets and
liabilities, potential employers & businesses,
residential history, utility services, motor
vehicle information, property ownership and
surveillance assessment.
Results will be provided in a report
containing investigative analysis of impact
and potential red flags.

Micro
Our TruthIQ Micro investigation not only
includes the same effective mining
techniques and databases of our Nano
offering, but it introduces 30-days of
monitoring, providing valuable insights
into red flags on a more continual basis.
This monitoring ensures the capture of
the claimant’s long-term changes in
activity/restrictions which can
strategically guide surveillance efforts.
Additionally, this offering includes traffic
violations, arrests and criminal information
obtained through databases.

Mega
Our TruthIQ Mega investigation combines all
the investigative methods of our Nano and
Micro offering but monitors the claimant for
a full 60-days, providing their digital footprint
over an even longer period. In this offering,
criminal records are searched through state
and/or local law enforcement and is inclusive
of up to 3 civil searches.
This investigation also takes a more in-depth
approach when researching businesses records
and licensure, uncovering any disciplinary
actions related to licensing, potential lawsuits
of interest, and potential employment/other
sources of income. This can prove invaluable
if the business involves manual labor activity
that would contradict claim restrictions.

Giga
Our TruthIQ Giga investigation offering
includes all the previous stated levels of
investigation with an additional emphasis
on vehicle investigations. With the Giga
offering you will also receive vehicle recognition
data. This data will be obtained through
vehicle searches by plate/VIN, address searches
and vehicle photo searches. A live vehicle
alert will also be set, which will provide
vehicle location information in real-time to
aid in investigation efforts.
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